WHITE LIGHT crystals, BOOKS, and angels
2055 west state route 89a, ste c., Sedona, AZ 86336

928-282-0098

WWW, WHITELIGHTCRYSTALS.COM

WHITE LIGHT WILL BE CLOSED UNTIL WEDNESDAY APRIL 1, 2020 –
HOWEVER WE WILL BE DOING REMOTE HEALINGS AND CHANNELINGS VIA
ZOOM ON THE INTERNET
**LAURALEI'S CHANNELED BOOKS CAN BE DOWNLOADED ON AMAZON KINDLE FOR $8.
* GET AUDIO & MP3 DOWNLOADS of Spirit Guide Lectures hear Oden, St. Francis, Michael, Uriel, and Gabriel speak on
UNIVERSAL MATTERS!!
AURA PHOTOS JUST $20 - Photographs, taken daily at White Light Crystals, Books and Angels for
only $20. Have a photo of your aura to take home with you! You may also choose to have a
reading for an additional $10. Aura photographs are fun, and most likely your aura colors are also
your favorite colors!

LAURALEI'S OPEN CHANNELING SESSIONS/CLASSES
ALL WELCOME!
Everyone is welcome, come and hear an Ascended Master speak thru Lauralei, each participant may ask 5
minutes of questions and Lauralei will channel a message for the group.

• TUESDAY MARCH 24 at 6:30PM-REMOTE ODEN CHANNELING-$20
(limited space – please sign up in advance)

• THURSDAY MARCH26 at 6:30PM-REMOTE ODEN CHANNELING-$20
SPECIAL CORONA VIRUS CHANNELING INFO
(limited space – please sign up in advance)
• THURSDAY APRIL 9 at 6:30PM-REMOTE ARIEL CHANNELING-$20
(limited space – please sign up in advance)
• WEDSNESDAY APRIL 15 at 6:30PM-REMOTE JERAMIE CHANNELING-$20
(limited space – please sign up in advance)
• TUESDAY APRIL 21 at 6:30PM-REMOTE ODEN CHANNELING-$20
(limited space – please sign up in advance)
• THURSDAY APRIL 30 at 6:30PM-REMOTE ARIANNA CHANNELING-$20
(limited space – please sign up in advance)

DOMINUS AURA LECTURE: I am Dominus hello I am very happy to be here this evening. Tonight I am going to talk about your energy field or your aura or the energy
field that you call the Aura. There are lots of terminologies for what this energy is and there are lots of different types of energy that exist within it. But when we
break it down, some refer to this energy as glory or some refer to this energy as the manifestation of God. And your energy field your aura is the manifestation of God
in which your soul has become physical. Once an energy field or the spirit or soul is no longer existing around what we call or term the physical body there is no
longer a manifestation of God that leaves when you leave or when your consciousness goes or ability goes. We have in our energy field so many different things. If we
look at each different layer we can find a corresponding layer related to each of our chakra centers and we can look at the different layers in the aura or energy field
and we can look at the color of the chakras and we can deem which chakras are not out putting the correct energy or which chakras are not putting out the positive
or bright energy or which chakras are not functioning as they should be. And this is of primary concern for all of us. But first I want to go back to the beginning of the
aura or energy field. I want to go back to the existence of you as an infant being carried by your mother. The energy that animates and continues that fetus to grow is
given to you by the parent by the mother. This may be part of the reason why the mother feels extreme tiredness even though the mother has not necessarily
exercised. The mother is not eating for two, the mother is feeding the energy field of two bodies, the mother is providing the ability for the baby to grow. There are
two things that begin a body to animate. The first is the manifestation of Gods light which you call your soul or spirit and the second is life force energy given to you
from the planet. Unfortunately, many of you only receive life force energy through your food and this is a shame because the food is containing less and less life force
energy. Life force energy can come directly from the planet. The planet wants to share with you, the planet wants to encourage positive growth. The planet wants to
be part of a conscious, a conscious part, of who you are and who you are becoming. So when we give birth and the life force energy is with the baby, at this time the
soul attaches with the infant, this is when the infant becomes fully grounded in the physical world or sense. Life force energy, manifestation of Gods light have to be
equal in its proportion for the birth to be equal for the birth to be healthy, for the birth to be done as is supposed to be. When life force energy or the manifestation
of God are not in the correct balances then we have problems with the birth, then we have problems with the delivery of the birth then we have problems with the
child adapting to the physical world. Now we have the first layer of our Aura which is the manifestation of Gods light and the manifestation or the life force energy
given to you from the planet. This is the energy session that is closest to your body, it emanates from within and from without, if I were to give this a color many of
you have a color that you cannot see. Your eyes and your genetics have to evolved to a place where you can see all of the colors. We have what you would call a
crystalline energy, so some of you will see a crystal energy outline around a physical body. This means one of two things, it is an aura that is truly a crystalline aura or
it is a color that you have not yet physically or mentally been able to assimilate and see. So the first layer or energy of any person coming into the planet is a balance
between physical energy and a balance between Gods light energy. And those two energies coming together give us the ability, our spirit, to exist on the physical
plane. As we grow and develop we begin to open and create another sense of energy centers. These are known as the chakras or the seven energy centers, to think
that there are 7 is not completely true but we will for the sake of clarity say that you have seven. We know that you have the root chakra and the crown chakras and
each of the corresponding chakras have both a front and a back entrance and they both rotate in a clockwise direction creating centrifugal force that keeps your soul
centered in its physical body. Many children especially those that have gone through some kind of trauma have either closed down part of their energy centers or
part of their energy centers at the top and we therefore have then a spirit or soul that is cut off from very important energy so that aspect of that spirit or soul is not
developing as it should. When we work on children we want to make sure that we have those energies operating open and full. The other thing that you have been
taught is to call back lost energy, call back your unique soul energy, there are no two people on the planet that have the same soul imprint. All of us are different, it is
the same as your thumb print, it is the same as the color of your soul. All of us have a unique color, a unique thumbprint or imprint of our souls’ energy. And that is
how your karma or your energy always returns to you because like energy attracts like energy and therefore you will always have your energy return to its core, to it
essence which is you, whether in this lifetime or one that is to come. Now this is the first layer of the energy field then we have the layers where we are talking about
the chakras, the chakra system. So we want to make sure all of them are functioning correctly. Most of you know how to do that and for those that don’t I’m sure
David can give you some information on these things. Then you have the corresponding layers of the chakras. Now we look at what else is in that energy field and if
we think of that energy field as an extension of who we are and it is an extension of who we are then we need to be more aware and more conscious of what’s in it.
Every encounter there is an exchange of information there is an exchange of energy. We meet and we become a part of everyone that we meet and we become a
part of every experience that we have and we do this by exchanging energy patterns. My unique energy pattern, when I have a conversation with you, my unique
energy pattern will enter your aura, your unique energy pattern will enter my aura. And if those unique energy patterns have not yet come into the system they will
slowly integrate to that inner layer of the soul system. That is why when we have a parent who is an alcoholic, we have a child who is an alcoholic, when we have a
parent who is a drug addict, we have a child who is a drug addict. They are interacting and they are exchanging energy patterns and when that energy pattern of
being an alcoholic migrates to the inner core of the spirit then it duplicates and becomes part of the essence of that spirit. The same is true of learning. When you
come in contact with a great teacher. And you exchange an energy pattern with that teacher. That energy pattern migrates to the inner part of you and again
becomes an essence of your spirit or your soul and as we grow and evolve, we pick up energy patterns from various different experiences from everything that we
have encountered from every one that we have met. So we are a sum total of all of our experiences. At the time of our death we have something called the 8th chakra
which moves down about our energy field or aura and downloads all the energy patterns that we have taken in during that lifetime and it looks for the ones that we
have integrated into our spirit or soul. And if we find that these are productive, if these are part of our souls path or our souls journey then we reinforce those on a
spiritual level on the next plane. If we find we have accepted an energy pattern that is not on our path of growth then we take the time to go into what would be
called stasis, some of you would call purgatory, we sleep and we remove that energy pattern from the core and essence of who we are. If you want any learning, any
experience, to become a permanent part of your spirit then you must practice it over and over. If you want to be able to play the piano in the next lifetime then you
must have love and light and enjoyment of that instrument, the same is true of meditation, the same is true of spiritual healing, spiritual learning, when you utilize
information when you utilize experience and when you utilize teachings or lessons over and over they become a permanent part of that spirit or soul and it becomes
a permanent part of all of the rest of you, all the rest of the aspects of your soul that have incarnated everywhere else. If one part of you suddenly incorporates the
ability to play the piano then the enjoyment of that experience, that ability is expanded to the rest of the essence of who you are. Now we come to understanding
how to incorporate the essence of who we are into our spirit, we bring those practices. If you truly want your oden reiki, your healing abilities, to come with you into
your next lifetime you have to use them. You have to incorporate them, they have to move through the layers, and become part of the core essence of your spirit.
Once that is done, that is part of your gift, that is part of who you are, that is part of your spirit and that becomes part of that soul’s path and spirit toward what they
were created to do. Now we also have encounters with other beings with other people on the outer edges of our energy field that are not positive. So we sit and we
think about manifesting something positive in our life, we think about bringing in a better job or a soul mate and we put all the core essence of our thought into
manifesting what it is that we want. But when we have aspects of our energy field that are not vibrating to light then we are not going to be able to bring into our
energy field everything that is not vibrating to light. so what we have in our energy field is what you attract to you. Lets go back to the essence of who you are, lets
go back to our center, and lets go back to remembering that you are a manifestation of God in the physical. And when you go back to that manifestation, you go back
to the love, but more importantly, you go back to the light. All of you have the ability to channel Gods light because you are God, you are the manifestation of God in
the physical and let that part of you call the energy of Gods light to you. Let the light become part of that inner aspect of your aura. And that is the energy we usually
see one to tow inches around the body. And I want you to keep calling in Gods light and I want you to do this every day until it incorporates and becomes a part of
your spirit. That you naturally Gods light. That you are naturally everyday a manifesting of God. If you do this slight meditation of bringing through magnetic force of
like energy attracts like energy, bringing Gods light and essence into you until it permeates into the core aura and life force energy from the planet, and if you do it
enough times this will become a permanent part of who you are. Now once this has become a permanent part of who you are, you don’t have to worry about
whatever else is in your energy field because you are truly the manifestation of God on the planet. But until that happens, begin to allow that energy of Gods light to
move through the different layers of your aura. This is another way to correct imbalances in the chakra system and move the light of God to the very outer edges of
your energy field. Like energy attracts like energy so any energy exchanges that you have had with anyone, any encounters that you have had with anyone that are
not part of Gods light and Gods manifestation for you and for your purpose of creation will cease to be part of your aura. As Gods light moves out all that remains in

your energy field are those things that are supposed to be part of your journey. So you need to quit carrying around everyone else’s energy. It is okay to be
empathetic, it is okay to be concerned but it is not appropriate for you to carry some one else’s burdens someone else’s lessons, some one else’s experiences. So we
cleanse the energy field with Gods light, Gods love, Gods resonance because that is what we are. We cleanse the energy field daily and once we have done this
enough times there is never a need to do it again. And you will know when you have incorporated this essence in your spirit as part of whom you are as part of whom
your soul is because everything that is supposed to happen for you there will not be blockages there will not be difficulties, your life and your path will follow those
that God planned for you. Brining in God’s light may seem difficult at first but you just have to remember, I am the manifestation of God on the planet. And if you
repeat that to yourself enough times you will begin to feel the essence of that energy. Do not carry any ones’ energy but your own, do not accept any ones lessons
but your own and know that you are blessed and loved in so many ways and that you can become a permanent manifestation of God in the physical form. That is all I
have for you.

SERVICES WE OFFER:
•

Psychic Readings

•

Numerology Reports

•

Astrology Reports

•

Channeled Readings

•

Oden Reiki Fairs

•

Energy Work

•

Open Channeling Sessions

•

Oden Lectures and CD's

•

Electronic Voice Phenomenon (EVP)

•

Classes

PRIVATE: ODEN & USUI REIKI LESSONS/CERITIFICATION
AVAILABLE WITH DAVID - CALL & SCHEDULE!
WHAT IS ODEN REIKI? TAKE USUI & ODEN REIKI FOR ONE PRICE! How does Oden Reiki Work? Everything alive has a Life Force Energy, Aura or
Shield around it. We know it can be photographed and we think many intuitive people can see it. What exactly is this shield and what is its function while
we exist on the physical plane? The Aura is a series of rings of energy that encircle and nourish our physical and spiritual bodies. The inner ring usually
remains the same color in our lives and it is the vibrational frequency we used to enter this physical plane. The middle and outer rings change frequently.
The patterns and colors contain all we are, all we have experienced and everything we are about to. This is what a clairvoyant often tunes into when
reading a person. If we have any kind of dark or heavy pattern in our middle or outer auras, we might have a corresponding condition in our physical,
mental or emotional bodies. Rather than pulling the energy out or pouring light into it, Oden Reiki matches the frequency of such energy, surpasses and
then shatters it. Much in the same way Ella Fitzgerald did in the 1960's Memorex Commercials, when she shatters a glass by hitting a high note. In easy
terms, Oden Reiki is instantly in its results to purify the Aura, or Life Force Energy Field of anyone or anything. Within minutes the offending energy
pattern no longer exist as it was, it has been shattered to raw energy to be returned to the first spiritual plane of Energy. This in turn can cause drastic
and instant changes in the physical body.

*HOW TO PROGRAM A CRYSTAL: Crystals grow. Crystals have a natural pulse; because they are always growing, this pulse
makes them ideal to energize all electronics, including your watch, computer, radio, etc. This pulse can be heard on a subconscious
level. It is possible to place a thought in a crystal and it will pulse that thought to your subconscious brain. Since the subconscious brain
believes & incorporates whatever it hears repeatedly, you can make positive changes in your life by using crystals. Sit quietly, place the
crystal in your right hand, and. holds it to your third eye. Visualize and repeat what you want to change in the crystal. Does it for at least
3-5 minutes, and then the thought withholds? Send love to the thought and the crystal. Surround the crystal with gold light, place by
your bed or desk, somewhere where you spend a lot of time & let it do its work!
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